Sickle cell disease: the neurological complications.
The genetic cause of sickle cell disease has been known for decades, yet the reasons for its clinical variability are not fully understood. The neurological complications result from one point mutation that causes vasculopathy of both large and small vessels. Anemia and the resultant cerebral hyperemia produce conditions of hemodynamic insufficiency. Sickled cells adhere to the endothelium, contributing to a cascade of activated inflammatory cells and clotting factors, which result in a nidus for thrombus formation. Because the cerebrovascular reserve becomes exhausted, the capacity for compensatory cerebral mechanisms is severely limited. There is evidence of small-vessel sludging, and a relative deficiency of nitric oxide in these vessels further reduces compensatory vasodilatation. Both clinical strokes and silent infarcts occur, affecting motor and cognitive function. New data suggest that, in addition to sickle cell disease, other factors, both environmental (eg, hypoxia and inflammation) and genetic (eg, mutations resulting in thrombogenesis), may contribute to a patient's stroke risk. The stroke risk is polygenic, and sickle cell disease can be considered a model for all cerebrovascular disease. This complex disease underscores the potential intellectual and practical distance between the determination of molecular genetics and effective clinical application and therapeutics.